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Helping SHUMAS (Strategic Humanitarian Services—Cameroon)
… to replace dilapidated rural village schools like those above, with
clean, hygienic, weatherproof buildings like this one below. These
new schools have a life expectancy of 50 years and are provided with
a new toilet block, clean drinking water, school benches and an
income generating scheme.

GBSS Kimbo

Every penny donated to Building Schools for Africa goes directly towards the
construction of a new school. We make no deductions for administration and
pay all our own expenses.

WHAT WE HAVE ACHIEVED SO FAR
Since April 2007, Building Schools for Africa has funded the construction of over 130 classrooms at
36 schools in Cameroon. Each school has also had a new toilet block and many have had a
Headteacher’s office and a clean water supply provided.
All schools below are
in the NW Region unless
otherwise stated
2007
G.S. Ntseimbang

SHUMAS is currently extending its school-building
programme to many other regions in Cameroon.
The schools below will be opened in 2012.
SW Region
CS Idenau

2008
G.S. Menjung
G.S. Roh Meluf
G.S. Achaillam
G.S. Quebessi
IPS Bamali

NW Region
CBC Mot
GS Nseh Group 2
GPNS Ntoh-Nseh

2009
G.S. Boju-Njap
C.S. Ndzevru
G.S. Mbande
G.S. Njinikejem
G.B.S.S Kimbo
G.S. Fungeh

Extreme North Region
GTC Goulfey
GS Ndegvaya

North Region
CS Mayo Darle

2010
G.S.Ngali
G.S. Mambain (West Region)
G.S. Bamessing
GTC Mbah
I.P.S Vekovi
G.S. Nseh Makop
G.S. Nkartsen
C.S. Dzeng
I.P.S Dzeng
C.B.C Bamdzeng
I.P.S Bamdzeng
2011
GS Ber
G.S. Buh
C.S.S. St. Joseph Lassin
GTC Jakiri
Medical Centre at Dzeng
Water Supply for the village of Dzeng
GS Ndengue (South Region)
CS Abang (South Region)
GS Engomba (South Region)

GTC Jakiri—old school

CS Mayo Darle—old school

GS Ndengue—old school

Thanks a (half) Million!!
We might only be a small charity but our supporters have really big hearts — and
we are so proud to share the news that, during the past four years, we have
sent over half a million pounds to SHUMAS for the construction of all the schools
listed on the previous page.
This support has meant that SHUMAS has been able to spread its school
building programme into many more regions of Cameroon and considerably raise
its profile nationally—and this, in turn, has resulted in greater support from both
Regional and National ministries. SHUMAS’ model of Participatory Development
has gained considerable recognition in Cameroon because it gives great value for
money and is very effective in empowering poor rural villages to effectively
shape their own community development.

School supporters come to London
In January 2009 we received an email from Ryan Diplock, a young student at
Amherst Regional High School in Massachusetts, whose school club (IMPACT)
wanted to help us build a school in Cameroon. Not only did IMPACT raise
enough to reconstruct the dilapidated primary school at GS Ber (see front cover)
but they also provided the funds for drinking water at GS Nkanche.
Ryan and two other members of the Impact club were
visiting Europe this summer and Marianne was able to
nip up to London to meet them and thank them in
person. To our delight, we recently heard from Ryan’s
younger brother, Nathan, who is taking the club forward
and is planning to raise enough for us to rebuild
another school.
It’s great to have teenagers like these on board.

Honeymoon Trip Back to School
Boxing for Africa was a hugely successful fundraising
event in October 2009 which raised enough to
rebuild both CBC Bamessing and GS Mambain. Justin
Addleton not only planned the whole amazing event ,
he also took part in the boxing itself and, later in the
evening, proposed to his girlfriend Emma. This
summer Justin and Emma returned to Cameroon as
part of their honeymoon in Africa and they received a royal welcome at both of
the new schools that had been funded by their efforts. Justin tells us that he is
planning another boxing event … but he won’t be climbing in the ring this time!!
Like us on Facebook! Facebook/Building Schools for Africa

Corporate Support is catching on!
Market Makers, a young and enthusiastic Portsmouthbased company, is aiming to raise £48k for us this year in
order to fund primary and nursery school classrooms and
support a small medical centre all in the village of Nseh.
They have organised a combination of individual
fundraising events, including sponsored walks, runs, cycle
rides and even a 3-peaks challenge, and some company events, including a splendid black
tie ‘do’, and even a World Record attempt! Three members of staff are travelling to
Cameroon with Nick and Nicky Hayward this November to see their project under
construction – including one who won her trip in a Market Makers’ competition!
Pageant Media is a London-based publishing company that
had decided, last year, to support an educational project in
Africa. They looked at a number of charities, but it was
“when we met Nick Hayward we knew we’d found a partner
in Building Schools for Africa.” (How marvellous! That’s what
we like to hear.) Pageant Media is hoping that some of their
staff will also visit Cameroon to see the project they are
funding - CBC Mot. This school is located in an extremely
poor and very remote part of NW Cameroon quite near to
the border with Nigeria. There has never been a school building in this village and the
children have been using villagers’ huts as their classrooms.
We were hugely surprised last Christmas to be
approached by 2KGames, an American computer
games development company, who asked if we
would like to be one of the charities which their
customers could choose to support during the launch of one of their new games –
Civilization V. How could we turn down an offer like that?
People who bought the game during the run-up to Christmas could cast a vote for one of
the six charities listed. BSFA joint-topped the poll and we received an amazing $90,000,
which has funded the construction of three schools in South Cameroon.
A real Christmas treat both for us and for the children of Abang, Ndengue and Engomba.

June 29th 2011 was a great day in the villages of Dzeng and Bamdzeng in NW
Region, with the opening of the final stage of a very large project, funded by an
international corporate donor, which prefers anonymity. Both village communities have
benefited enormously from this project, which was spread over two years and required
huge commitment from all the villagers. Six classrooms, a headteacher’s office, a new
toilet and a school farm were constructed at each of the four local primary schools and,
in addition, a new water supply was created, incorporating a wind-powered pump, so
that the whole village of Dzeng now gets clean drinking water all year round. Finally,
the medical centre which serves both villages was refurbished and re-equipped so the
inhabitants of these very remote villages no longer have to trek miles for treatment and
the women can safely deliver their babies close to their homes.
Details about the initial impact of this project appear later in this newsletter.
Percol, the ‘Fairtrade’ coffee company, has generously donated the funds to reconstruct the primary school GS Buh, in the NW Province. It is serendipitous that some
of the peasant farmers in this area grow coffee as a cash crop. The new school
building, which has made the world of difference to this small village, will be opened in
November 2011.
We are delighted that we continue to receive support from Vitol Charitable
Foundation. In the past two years, they have funded the construction of 10
classrooms at two different schools and they are currently funding the construction of
two more schools – CS Idenau in SW Region and GTC Jakiri in NW region. We were so
pleased to hear that a member of their team visited SHUMAS last November and was
very impressed with what has been achieved through our partnership with SHUMAS.
And where would we be without Clymac??
This UK based company has generously supported us
every year since the charity started and has helped to
encourage other companies to support us too. Clymac
has now funded a total of 34 classrooms at 11 schools and helped with the construction
of water supplies, both at these schools and
elsewhere.

These are some of the children you have helped …

OUR HEARTFELT THANKS GO TO YOU ALL

Phew!!
Many thanks to our sporting supporters who have really put themselves through tests of
endurance this year to raise money for us.
John Dubber undertook a sponsored walk the length of the River Thames (32 miles!)
earlier this year, raising nearly £1000. We thought it would be appropriate to use the
money he raised to help provide a clean water supply at CSS Lassin, which is being
opened this November. Thanks so much for your support, John.
Carmine de Grandis has become rather keen on extreme marathons!
In August Carmine ran his first Swiss Alpine marathon and swiftly
followed this with the High Peak 20 mile Challenge (40 miles off-road!!)
He has raised well over £1000 so far. Mille grazie, Carmine
Grateful thanks too, to Mike Parker who chose our charity to benefit from
his sponsored Bike Ride from Manchester to Blackpool last July, raising £250 so far.
And we haven’t forgotten our long-term individual supporters, whose regular donations are so important to the charity:
Peter & Jane Brand, Jill Rouse, David & Hermine Till, Rod Usher, Chris Wakeley and Chris Turner. Thanks to you all.

Much Needed Transport
It can be pretty difficult getting around on the roads in Cameroon and getting access to
remote villages in the rainy season is a real problem for SHUMAS. The dirt roads become
impassable and deeply rutted and, once the dry season starts, the ground bakes hard
and is covered in inches of choking dust.
Over the past two years, we have added a small contingency sum to
our school-building budgets which covers any overspend on building
materials due to price fluctuation, and we have agreed with
SHUMAS that, if this sum is not needed for materials, it can go
towards essential maintenance of their vehicles and the purchase of
a new one. This 4-wheel drive Tercel was purchased (second hand)
in 2010 and has proved invaluable to SHUMAS staff, especially as
they are now building schools all over Cameroon.
This is the new SHUMAS building, which has been open for a
couple of years now. It not only houses all the office space, but
the lower ground floor is devoted to workshops for trade training
in hairdressing, shoe making and mending, dressmaking,
traditional embroidery, basket making and many other crafts. The
training is carried out by disabled adults for disabled adults, who
are then helped to start their own businesses. It is a unique
project in Cameroon, of which SHUMAS is extremely proud, and the building is also
unique—it is the only one in Bamenda with disabled access!

Please help us to help ‘our’ primary schools to get supplies of
appropriate text books through our new link with a Dutch NGO called
Knowledge for Children. It costs just £475 for the first 100 text books.

RECOGNITION FOR THE WORK OF SHUMAS
In the last twelve months, SHUMAS has started to gain considerable
recognition at both regional and national Government level. Trustees of
Building Schools for Africa were pleased to be able to assist this, in the
early stages, by facilitating introductions to some Government ministers in
the capital, Yaounde. However, it is the quality and scope of the work
undertaken by SHUMAS that has proved so inspiring to those Ministers who
travelled to NW Region to see for themselves.
Stephen has been keeping us updated on progress and we thought it
appropriate to share this news with all our supporters, in order to
demonstrate why we have such confidence in the work of this
extraordinary NGO.
Stephen Ndzerem, Director of SHUMAS

The Vice Prime Minister in charge of Agriculture, the Minister for Livestock and
Fisheries, and the Minister for Youth Affairs, have all visited SHUMAS in the past year to
see their work with the school building programmes, the trade-training for disabled
adults and the organic farming skills training programmes offered at SHUMAS’
Biofarm. Offers of help from the Government, following these visits, have included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A proposal to upgrade the 14Km road from Kumbo to the Biofarm
Approval for a two-year Diploma course to be offered at the Biofarm
Financial support for 8 students to attend courses
Acceptance of Biofarm students into Government exams leading to Vocational
Training certificates.
A six-year Fisheries project to be run at the Biofarm
Funding for some of SHUMAS’ micro-credit schemes for women’s farming groups
Support and encouragement for the school-building programme to be
extended to all regions of Cameroon

The Ministry of Water and Energy has also shown great interest in SHUMAS’ work with
water and hygiene projects at schools, and is to build them into national policy.
SHUMAS has now been appointed, on a permanent basis, as one of ten members of a
national body to monitor and evaluate the U.N. Millennium Development Goals in
Cameroon - a position formerly reserved only for senior state functionaries. This is a
great accolade for our partner NGO and several development agencies including
international bodies like World Bank and the World Health Organisation have contacted
SHUMAS to learn more about their Participatory model for rural development, as this
approach manages to effectively incorporate eight of the fifteen Millennium Development
Goals.

The Impact of our schools
SHUMAS and BSFA have introduced an assessment process which is designed to monitor
the impact of our projects on the villages over a period of years. This is not an easy
process because of the inaccessibility of the villages concerned, the lack of postal
services and cell-phone coverage, the appalling state of the roads and bad internet
connections, however some feedback has been gradually trickling in recently.
In the villages of Dzeng and Bamdzeng (NW Region) where six classrooms, a Head
Teacher’s office, a new toilet block and a school farm were constructed at each of four
primary schools, the following improvements have been noted in the first year.
School

Pupil enrolment Extra teachers
increased (%)
employed

% increase in
Common Entrance Exam
passes

% increase in
First School
Leaving Cert
passes

CS Dzeng

28%

4

60%

45%

IPS Dzeng

12%

5

40%

44%

CBC Bamdzeng

39%

3

27%

30%

IPS Bamdzeng

29%

3

50%

45%

Other positive impacts indicated at the schools include:
•
Learning hours have increased
•
Cleanliness of children has noticeably improved
•
Children’s health (particularly with regard to dust-related infections and jigger flea
infestation) has dramatically improved
•
There is no over-crowding in the classrooms and handwriting has improved
•
Much improved use of toilets (hand washing facilities have now been provided)
•
Teachers are much happier because of improved facilities
•
PTA feels empowered to undertake improvements: they have started to buy
textbooks and CS Dzeng has built a compound fence around the school to keep
animals out.
The installation of a Wind Powered generator at Dzeng was also part of this project, to
pump clean water to all parts of the village, including the school. SHUMAS have
informed us that 11 other local councils in NW Region have now planned to include this
type of project in their 2012 budgets.
The refurbishment and re-equipping of the Medical
Centre at Dzeng was the final stage of the project. This
Centre opened just 3 months ago, but already there has
been an increase in outpatients’ consultations, and
sterilization of equipment is recognised as being much
quicker and more efficient.

Medical Centre at Dzeng

